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ABSTRACT 
The weak convergence of orthogonal polynomials is proved under conditions on the asymptotic 
behaviour of the coefficients in the three-term recurrence relation. The results generalize known re- 
sults and are applied to several systems of orthogonal polynomials, including orthogonal polynomials 
on a finite set of points. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let p,(x) be a system of orthonormal polynomials on the real line, with or- 
thogonality measure I*, i.e., /A is a probability measure for which all the moments 
exist and 
J P,(x)P,(x) d&) = &,,, m, n 2 0. 
When the support of ~1 consists of a finite number of points xi, x2, . . . , XN, then 
we only consider the polynomials up to degree N and PAT(X) has its zeros at the 
support {xi, x2, . . . , xly}. It is well known that orthonormal polynomials satisfy a 
three-term recurrence relation 
(1.1) -w?(x) =Gl+Ipn+l(x) +~*pn(x) +GdL1(x), n 2 0, 
with initial valuesps(x) = 1 andp_i (x) = 0. Here 
a,+~ = JxP~(x)P~+I(x)~P(x), bn= .fx~~(x)d~L(x) E R, n 2 0. 
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Usually the orthonormal polynomials are chosen in such a way that the leading 
coefficient ^ /n = (al 4 . . . a,) -’ is positive, and then a, = TV_ r/m > 0 for every 
II > 1. 
We are interested in the weak asymptotic behaviour of the orthonormal poly- 
nomials pn(.x). This means that we want to investigate the behaviour for n + cc 
of integrals of the form 
where cb is the linear space of the bounded continuous functions on R. 
We will consider a one-parameter orthogonality measure pk (k E N), the 
parameter being discrete. This implies that the recurrence coefficients and the 
orthogonal polynomials all depend on this discrete parameter and we write 
X&(x; Pk) = 
n 2 0. 
%+l,kPn+l(X; pk) + bn,kPn (x; Pk) + %,kPn-1(X; Pk), 
Our main result will be the limit as n -+ cc of integrals of the form 
j- f(X)Pn+k(X; Pn)Pn+,(X; i.4 dpn(x), f E cb. 
The special case k = 1 = 0 then gives the desired weak convergence, but the 
general case with k, 1 E Z also has useful applications: these integrals are re- 
lated to the transition probabilities of birth and death processes and random 
walks. 
Such one-parameter families do occur frequently in various applications and 
limiting procedures. For example the resealing of orthogonal polynomials 
Pn(CkX; P) =Pn(X; Pk) 
gives the one-parameter family of measures & with distribution functions 
satisfying 
I*k(t) = dCkt)> t E R. 
Other examples include orthogonal polynomials in which some of the param- 
eters are allowed to tend to infinity together with the degree, e.g., if P,‘“‘“‘(x) is 
the Jacobi polynomial of degree n, with weight function 
w(x) = (1 - X)“(l +x)O, -1 < x < 1, 
then p(k”+%kp+6) 
functioII 
(x) is an orthogonal polynomial of degree n with weight 
Wk(X) = &(x)(1 - X)‘(l fx)“, -1 < x < 1. 
The main result will be in terms of a doubly infinite Jacobi matrix 
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and is the following 
Theorem. Suppose that the recurrence coeficients in (1.2) satkfy 
(1.3) lim &,+k,n = a: > 0, lim b n+35 n_  n+k,n=@ ER 
for every k E 77. Then 
lim 
n+!x f(X)Pn+k(X; pn)Pn+t(x; Pn) &Ax) 
= j- f(X)(Ak(X) Bkcx)) +4x) 
for every polynomialf Here p is the spectral matrix of measures for the doubly in- 
jinite Jacobi matrix 3 with entries ai, bj (n E Z) and 
for n > 0, 
with p,(x) and q,,(x) the orthonormal polynomials with recurrence coeficients 
respectively ai+,,bt (n = 0,1,2,. .) and u(‘n_,,bfn_,, (n = 0,1,2,. .). Zf the 
doubly infinite Jacobi matrix 3 has a unique self-adjoint extension to its maximal 
domain {Ic, E l?z(Z, C) : JT,!J E &(Z, C)}, then the result holds also for ever-v boun- 
ded continuous function f on the real line. 
The proof of this theorem relies on various elements from the spectral theory 
of Jacobi matrices. We will briefly review some results from this spectral theory 
in Section 2 and then prove the theorem in Section 3. In Section 4 we will apply 
the theorem to some specific systems of orthogonal polynomials. 
2. SPECTRAL THEORY FOR JACOBI OPERATORS 
If we put the coefficients a, > 0 (n = 1,2,. .) and b, E R (n = 0, 1,2,. .) of 
the recurrence relation (1.1) in a tridiagonal matrix 
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(2.1) J = 
I _ 
bo al 
~1 h a2 
a2 b2 a3 
a3 b3 a4 
. . . . < . . I 
then J is the Jacobi matrix associated with these orthogonal polynomials. If ,LL is 
supported on N points, then a,, = 0 = b, for n 2 N and J is an N x N matrix 
with eigenvalues at the support {XI, x2, . . . , XX}. Note that 
(2.2) J = (.fxPi(xlpj(x) WX))i,j=o,1,..., 
and by induction we find 
(2.3) Jk = ( .fx”Pi(xh(x) dP(x)),,j=o,,,..: 
In fact, J : &(N),(C) -+ l2(lW, C) acts as a linear operator on the Hilbert space 
ez(fU(, C) = {+: $i E @ and xi”=, l+i12 < oe}. The operator is symmetric on the 
initial domain consisting of finite linear combinations of the basic vectors 
{e,f = (?,O,_..,o/,l,O ,... ): n > 0) and by imposing appropriate conditions on 
n ZerOS 
the recurrence coefficients u, + 1, b, (e.g., boundedness) this operator can be ex- 
tended in a unique way to a self-adjoint operator on the maximal domain 
(11, E &(l$ C): J$ E tz(N(, C)}. This operator has a cyclic vector, i.e., if we take 
el = (1 , 0, 0, 0, . . .), then the linear span of {Jke,f : k = 0, 1, . . .} is dense in 
!z(I+l, C). The spectral theorem (see, e.g., Akhiezer and Glazman [2] or Stone 
[19]) then implies the existence of a measure I_L and a linear mapping 
,4 : tz(N, C) --) L2(p) with Aeo + = 1 and AJ1C, = MA+ for every + E &@,C), 
where A4 is the multiplication operator 
(M-)(r) = V(t). 
The mapping A is unitary, meaning (AQ, A$) = ($, 4). The mapping A thus 
maps el to the constant function t H 1, Jez to the identity t H t, and in general A 
maps J”el to the monomial t ++ t”. Hence the fact that e$ is a cyclic vector is 
equivalent with the density of polynomials in LZ (p). By induction and by using 
the recurrence relation (1.1) we see that A maps the basic vector e,’ to the poly- 
nomial pn. The unitarity thus implies that 
SPn(t)Pm(t) d4t 1 = (e,‘, e,‘) = L+, 
which shows that the spectral measure ,u for the operator J is the orthogonality 
measure for the orthogonal polynomials p,(x) (n = 0, 1,2, . . .). These elements 
from spectral theory, applied to the semi-infinite Jacobi matrix J, are well- 
known (see e.g., Akhiezer [l], Dombrowski [6], Sarason [18], Stone [19]). 
We will also need to use doubly infinite Jacobi matrices of the form 
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(2.4) J- = 
. 
. . bd2 al 
a-l b_, a0 
ao bo ~1 
UI h ~2 
02 b2 ~3 
with Uk > 0, bk E [w for k E Z. Again these are operators, now acting on the Hil- 
bert space ez(Z,@) = {$: $ E @ and Cr_-, h&ii2 < m}. The spectral theory 
of such matrices is less well known, but has also been developped (see, e.g., 
Berezanskii [4], Nikishin [17], Masson and Repka [13]). We will briefly recall some 
of the elements, which we have taken from Nikishin [17] (see also Berezanskii [4, 
Chapter VII, $31). We will first consider bounded matrices 3, i.e., we assume that 
a, and b, (n E Z) are bounded sequences. It turns out that it is convenient to 
introduce the 2 x 2 matrices 
B,= (h;l!l /)J n= 1,2,... 
, n= 1,2,.... 
We can now study the semi-infinite Jacobi block matrix 
‘Bo AI 
A1 4 A2 
(2.5) 9 = A2 B2 A3 
A3 B3 A4 
. 
. 
. . 
which contains 2 x 2 matrices. As an operator it acts on [2(N, C2) in the sense 
that J+ for $ E [2(Z, C) corresponds to 99 with !P E !!2(N, C2) given by 
In this way we have transformed the study of the doubly-infinite Jacobi matrix to 
the study of a semi-infinite Jacobi block matrix. Such semi-infinite block ma- 
trices are closely connected to orthogonal matrix polynomials, in the same way 
as ordinary Jacobi matrices are connected to scalar orthogonal polynomials (see, 
e.g., Aptekarev and Nikishin [3]). 
Consider the standard basis e, (n E 22) in L&?, C), i.e., 
(en), = &,,, i,n E 6 
then the linear span of {Jke_i,J’eo, k, I E N} is dense in e,(Z,C). By the 
spectral theorem there exists a matrix-measure 
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and a unitary linear mapping A : f?z(Z, C) -+ Lz(p) with 
where now M is the multiplication operator in the space L2 (p) of vector valued 
functions. The inner product in the space L2 (p) is given by 
Therefore the mapping A maps 3”~t to the vector function 
whereas 3”eg is mapped to 
0 
tH ( > t” 
Let Jf be the semi-infinite Jacobi matrix 
J+ = 
and similarly J- be the semi-infinite Jacobi matrix 
We denote by pn(x) the orthonormal polynomials corresponding to the Jacobi- 
matrix J+ satisfying the recurrence relation 
(2.6) XP, (x) = a, + 1 pn + I (x) + &p,(x) + anpn - 1 (x), 
with initial values p-l(x) = 0, PO(X) = 1, and by qn(x) the orthonormal poly- 
nomials for J- satisfying 
(2.7) xqn(x) = a-n-lqn+t(x) +b-,-tq,(x) +a-,+1(x), 
with initial values q-l(x) = 0, qo(x) = 1. We will show, by induction, that for 
n E N the mapping A maps the basis vector e, to Ae, which is the vector function 
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(2.8) tH -(aolal)P(!! (t) n 1 
PII > 
and the basisvector e_, to Ae_, given by 
(2.9) tw 
4n-1(t) 
-hh)q~!!&) 
Here p:“(x) and q,!“(x) are the associated polynomials, i.e., the orthonormal 
polynomials corresponding to the Jacobi matrices .I+ and J-, with the first row 
and column deleted. This is clear for ePl and es. Assume that this is true for 
0 < IZ 5 k, then from 
Jek=ak+lek+l +bkekfakek-1 
it follows that 
&7ek=ak+lhk+l +bknek+Uknek-1, 
and since AJek = MAek this gives 
1 -(aO/al)((t - bk)&!,(t) - akpk_2(t)) 
(1) 
(Aek+ l)(t) = - 
ak+l (t - bk)Pk(t) - akpk- l(t) 
Similarly for e_, the result is true for n = 0 and n = 1 and since 
Je% = a-k+ te_k+, + b_ke_k + a_,&k -1 
and f’lJe_k = MAe_k, this gives 
1 
(ile_k_ I)(t) = _ 
(t---k)qk-l(t) -a-k+lqk-2(t) 
a-k -(so/a-l)((t - bpk)q;“2(t) - a-k+l$?$,) 
=i 
From the unitarity we find for m, n E ZL’ 
(Ae,, ne,) = L,,. 
Hence the matrix polynomials 
P,(t) = 
@l(t) -(~o/Q)q(!! (t) n 1 
-(aolal)P;! ,@I Pn(t) 
satisfy 
S P,(t)d&)&$)* = 
Therefore these matrix polynomials are orthonormal with respect to the matrix- 
measure I_L. Note that these matrix polynomials satisfy 
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so that they are left orthonormal polynomials corresponding to the block Jacobi 
matrix J given in (2.5). 
The polynomials pn(x) (n = 0, 1,2,. . .) are orthonormal with respect to some 
probability measure pLf, and the polynomials qn(x) (n = 0, 1,2,. . .) are ortho- 
normal with respect to some probability measure p”-. In order to find a relation 
between the matrix-measure p and the measures p+ and p ~, we observe that the 
unitarity of A implies 
where (z - ,7) -’ is the resolvent of 3, which is well-defined for every z outside 
the spectrum of J. Since 3 is symmetric and bounded, it follows that J is self- 
adjoint so that its spectrum is a subset of the real line. The Stieltjes transform of 
the matrix-measure /L is determined by 
((z - g)-‘e-l, e-1) = s --& dpi, i(t), 
((z - 3)-‘e_i, eo) = S & 44,2(t), 
((z - T’e0, e0) = J y& &2,2(t). 
On the other hand, if we write 
(z - g)-‘eo = I = (. . .,r-2,r-l,ro,rl,r2 ,... ), 
then (z - J)r = eo, which gives the infinite system of equations 
{ 
Zrk=akrkLl fbkrk+ak+lrk+1, k> 1, 
(2.10) Zr-k =a_kr_k_l +b_kr_k+a_k+lr~k+l, k> 1, 
zrg - 1 = aor- + bore + air1. 
These recurrence relations for the unknowns rk are precisely the three-term re- 
currence relations associated with the Jacobi-matrices Jf and J-. The general 
solution of the equations can be expressed as a linear combination of the ortho- 
gonal polynomialsp,(z) (respectively q,,(z)) and the functions of the second kind 
pn (z) (respectively 4, (2)) given by 
P,(z) = J- ‘2 dp+(x), CL(z) = J- g G-(x), 
with ao$_l (z) = 1 = ao4_i (z). These functions of the second kind have the 
property that they are a minimal solution of the recurrence relation, and for z E 
C\R they satisfy limn,,p,(z) = lim,,, gn(z) = 0. The fact that r E l2(Z,C) 
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thus implies that Y, and cn are (up to a constant factor) given by the functions 
of the second kind p,,(z) and in_ ,(z) respectively. The constant multiple is de- 
termined by setting 12 = 0, giving 
y =rop* 
n 
PO(Z) ’ 
r-, = aOrOqn _,(z), n 2 0. 
In particular rl = rap, (z)/jio(z) and r-1 = aoro@O(z). Inserting in (2.10) gives 
1 
r” = z - a;gO(Z) - bo - arpl(z)/~o(Z) ’ 
which by using a+,(z) = (z - bo)Fo(z) - 1 gives 
PO(Z) 
r” = 1 - a;po(Z)~o(z) 
In a similar way we may investigate 
(z - J))‘e_r = s = (. ,S_2,SL~,SO,S~,S2,. ). 
which gives the infinite system of linear equations 
i 
ZSk=akSk-I +bkSk+Llk+ISk+l, k 2 0, 
(2.11) z.y-k = a-kS_k_, + b-/&k + a-k+,.y_k+,; k 2 2, 
zsxI - 1 = u_~s-:! + bkls-, + aoso. 
Now we find 
se = aOS-IP”*(z), s-, =s_1 y$ 
and inserting this in (2.11) gives 
1 
“--’ = z - a_,@,(z)/qo(z) - b_, - a;jio(z)’ 
which by using a-1 4, (z) = (z - b_l)cj,(z) - 1 becomes 
40 (z) 
sP’ = 1 - a&70(Z)~0(z) 
The Stieltjes transform of the matrix of measures p is thus given by 
J & dm,l(t) = 40 (z) 
1 - ~~p”o(4Bo(4 ’ 
s & d/12,2(t) = PO(Z) 
1 - ~;Fow0(4 : 
s-- * dp1,2(t) = aoPo(z)%(z) Z-f 1 - q$o(440(4 : 
where PO(z) and qo(z) are respectively the Stieltjes transforms of the measures pL+ 
and PP. 
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So far we have supposed that ,7 is a bounded operator, but all the above results 
remain true whenever 3 has a unique self-adjoint extension to its maximal do- 
main {$ E &(Z, C) : ,T$J E &(Z, C)}, which will be true whenever both J+ and 
J- are Jacobi matrices corresponding to a determinate moment problem. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
The first important observation is that for f(x) = xm one has 
S-On+k(x; P&~+I(x; 4 d&4 = (Jre,++k,enf+l), 
where J, is the semi-infinite Jacobi matrix with the recurrence coefficients ak,,, 
b+, (k = 0, 1,2, . .). Consider the semi-infinite operator J,, as a doubly infinite 
Jacobi matrix by taking (Jn)i,j = 0 whenever i < 0 or j < 0. If S is the shift 
operator on f?2(Z, C) acting as sf?k = ek + 1, then 
.fxmh+k(X; Lh)Ih+r(x; L&I) dp,(x) = ((S*)“JnmS”ek,e[), 
One easily verifies that this expression is given by 
((S*)“J,MS%, cl) 
= c (Jn) 
il,iz ,..., i,_lE{-l,O,l} 
n+k,n+k+il (Jn) n+k+il,n+k+il +i2 
i,+i2+...+i,,_, +k-IE{-l,O,l} 
. . (Jn) n+k+il +iz+,-+i,,_l,n+l’ 
This is a finite sum, containing the matrix entries (Jn)n+ r,n+s where r and s re- 
main bounded. The hypothesis (1.3) implies that (S*)“J,S” converges entrywise 
to 3, where 3 is the doubly infinite Jacobi matrix containing the coefficients 
a,“, bi, (n E Z). The hypothesis (1.3) thus implies that 
.‘& j- x%z+k(x; Pn)Pn+r(-F Pn) 44x) 
= c Jk,k+ilJk+il,kfil fi2 ‘. . Jk+il +il+...+i,,_l,l, 
il,i2 ,..., i,_lE{-l,O,l} 
il +iz+,,.+i,,_l +k-Ie{-l,O,l} 
and the latter expression is equal to 
(gmek, el). 
Therefore we find that (S*)“JnmS” converges entrywise to 3”. By the unitarity of 
the mapping A : &(Z, C) -+ Lz(p), transforming the action of 3 on [2(Z, C) to 
the action of the multiplication operator A4 on L2 (p), we have 
and thus the theorem for f(x) = xM (and hence for every polynomial f) follows 
from (2.8) and (2.9). 
In order to prove the theorem for every f E Cb, we consider the linear 
operator H, = (S*)nJnS”. We would like to prove that f(Hn) = (S*)*f(Jn)S” 
converges weakly to f(J), since then 
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and this is precisely the weak convergence stated in our theorem. Observe that 
Hnek = ak+n,nek_ 1 + bk+n,nek + ak+n+l,nek+l whenever k + n > 0, hence the 
condition (1.3) implies the convergence of H,ek to Jek = a,“ek_ 1 + biek + 
a:+ 1 ek + 1 for every k E Z. All finite linear combinations of the basis elements ek 
form a core of 3 because we assume that there is only one self-adjoint extension 
of 3 to its maximal domain. Each $ in this core belongs to the domain of every 
H,, and H,$ + l7ql1, hence H,, converges to 3 in the sense of strong resolvent 
convergence, i.e., for all z E c\lR we have strong convergence of (z - H,)-’ to 
(z - 3))’ [22, Th eorem 9.16 (i) on p. 2831. But then the strong resolvent con- 
vergence of H,, to 3 implies that ,f(H,) converges strongly to f(Z) for every 
bounded and continuous function on R [22, Theorem 9.17 on p. 2841, and strong 
convergence in turn implies weak convergence and in particular the convergence 
of ((S*)?“(Jn)Snek, el) to (f(J) ek, e/), which is the desired asymptotic beha- 
viour. 0 
4. EXAMPLES 
The class M(a, b). The class M(a, b) consists of all orthogonal polynomials 
p,(x; cl) (or all probability measures p) with recurrence coefficients that satisfy 
lim a, = a/2, lim b, = b. 
nix n+m 
We can apply the theorem with the family of measures pk = ,u, i.e., with all the 
orthogonality measures the same. If a > 0 then we can, without loss of general- 
ity, only consider M( 1,O). The doubly infinite Jacobi matrix ,7 then consists of 0 
on the diagonal and 4 on the subdiagonals. The semi-infinite Jacobi matrices J+ 
and J- are the same and the corresponding orthogonal polynomials are the 
Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind, which are orthogonal with respect to 
the measure (2/7r) ,,/m d x on the interval [-I, 11. The Stieltjes transform of 
this measure is 
&(z) = 4()(z) = 2[z - qFq. 
Therefore the Stieltjes transform of the spectral matrix of measures for the 
Jacobi matrix 3 is given by 
.f & dpi,z(x) = 
z-Jz2-1 
Jz_ ’ 
from which one easily finds that the spectrum of ,7 is [- I ~ l] and 
h.l(x) = &2,2(x) = ; Jr23 d,w.z(x) = ; ds. 
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From our theorem we thus find 
,‘& J- f(xl~,2(x; CL)Wx) = J- f(x) &2,2(x) = i _! d’s dx, 
and in general 
Jif”,.f f(xI~&; P)P~+~(x; p)&(x) = i_ij f(x) “‘“>G lcx) dx 
Tk cx) = i_r: f(x) Jm dx. 
Here we have used the identity 
uk(x) - xuk- l(x) = Tk(X), 
where Tk(x) is the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind. This result is well- 
known and can already be found in [15, Theorem 13 on p. 451. See also [20, 
Theorem 2 on p. 4381. 
Unbounded recurrence coefficients. Suppose that we have a sequence of ortho- 
gonal polynomials pn(x; p) satisfying the three-term recurrence relation (1.1). If 
we rescale the variable by a positive and increasing sequence ck and consider the 
one-parameter family of polynomials p,, (t&X; p), then these polynomials satisfy 
a recurrence relation of the form (1.2) with 
&k = a”, 
ck 
b,,k = $. 
Suppose the sequence ck is such that 
and 
lim 2 = a/2 > 0, lim 3 = b, 
n-03 c, n+m c, 
lim Cn+l -= 1, 
n--tee c, 
then it is easy to show that 
Therefore the conditions of our theorem are valid and the theorem is true, with 3 
the doubly infinite Jacobi matrix with constant entries b on the diagonal and a/2 
on the subdiagonal. The orthogonal polynomials for the Jacobi matrices J+ and 
J- are Un((x - b)/a)) and the matrix of measures is supported on [b - a, b + a] 
and given by 
dpl, l(x) = dm,z(x) = i 
q-$7 
dwC4 = ; ds. 
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We thus have 
1 btu 
=- 
xbJ’a dsdx’ 
This result can already be found in [lo, Lemma 1 on p. 521 and [16, Lemma 3 on 
p. 11881. In general we have 
,“mm.! f(xlc&G; P)P~ +k(x; P) d&) 
Wall polynomials. The orthonormal Wall polynomials w,(x; b,q), with 
0 < q < 1,0 < b < 1, are orthogonal on the geometric sequence {q”, 
n = 1~ 2,3, .} and have recurrence coefficients 
an(b,q) = qn b(1 - q”)(l - bq”-‘), 
b,(b,q) = q”[b + q - (1 + q)bq”l. 
If we consider the Wall polynomials w,(x; b; cllk), where 0 < c < 1, then we 
have a one-parameter family of orthogonal polynomials with recurrence coeffi- 
cients 
&.k = 46 c”k), bn,k = b,(b, c”k), 
and one easily verifies that 
J&&+k,n = c,/b(l - c)(l - bc) = A/2, 
,,limX b, + k, n = (b + 1 - 2bc)c = B. 
Hence we can apply the theorem, where 3 again is a doubly infinite Jacobi ma- 
trix with constant entries B on the diagonal and A/2 on the subdiagonals. 
Therefore again we have the asymptotic behaviour in terms of Chebyshev poly- 
nomials (first and second kind) as in the previous two examples. These three ex- 
amples are all covered by Theorem 2 in [21, p. 3071 which covers the special case 
of our theorem with a doubly infinite Jacobi matrix with constant entries. In 
particular this asymptotic behaviour for Wall polynomials was used in [21] to 
show that the product formulas for Legendre polynomials are a limiting case of 
the product formulas for little q-Legendre polynomials as q -+ 1. 
Jacobi polynomials Pn(anfU’ bn+P) (x). The Jacobi polynomials P,(““) (x) are or- 
thogonal on [- 1, l] with the weight function (1 - x)“( 1 + x) ‘. The orthonormal 
Jacobi polynomials 
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have recurrence coefficients 
4n(n + o>(n + P>(n + Q + P) 
a”2(a’P)=(2n+a+/3-l)(2n+ry+B)2(2n+a+P+1) 
2 a* 
bn(a,p)= (2n+a+;)(2n+a+B+2). 
If we consider the Jacobi polynomials p,?‘+a’bk+8)(~) with a > 0, b > 0, then 
the recurrence coefficients are a,,& = a,(ak + (Y, bk + p) and bn,k = 
b,(ak+cr,bk+P), and one easily finds 
j$marr+k,n = 
2&+l)(b+ l)(a+b+ 1) 
(a+b+2)* ’ 
&mm bn+k,n =
b2 - a2 
(a + b + 2)* 
Hence our theorem applies again with a constant doubly infinite Jacobi matrix 
3. This result has not been given in the literature, but complements the known 
results concerning strong asymptotics and zero behaviour given in [5], [9] and 
v41. 
Laguerre polynomials LF + cI (nx). The Laguerre polynomials L,* are orthogonal 
on [0, co) with weight function x”eeX. The orthonormal Laguerre polynomials 
p,“(x) = (-1)” n; o ( ) 
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Lr? (x) 
have recurrence coefficients 
&l(a) = Jno, b,(a) =2n+a+l. 
If we consider the polynomialsp,“k+a (kx), then we have an.k = a,(ak + cr)/k and 
bn,k = b,(ak + a)/k, hence one easily finds 
lim C&+k,,, = U + 1, 
n-lx jimMb,+k,n = a + 2, 
so that once more our theorem can be applied with a constant Jacobi matrix 3’. 
This complements the asymptotic 
given in [5] and [8]. 
Dual Hahn polynomials. The dual 
are given by the recurrence relation 
behaviour for such Laguerre polynomials 
Hahn polynomials R,(x) = R,(x; 01, p, N ) 
-dk(x) = DkRkpl(X) - (Dk+Bk)Rk(X) +BkRk+l(X), 
with initial condition Ro(x) = 1 and R-I(X) = 0 [ll]. Here 
&=(N-1-k)(Ct+l+k), & = k(N + 0 - k), 
20 
and the polynomials are orthogonal on the quadratic lattice {xk = k(k + (L + 
/?+I): k=0,1,2,...,N-1)withweights 
W+N) r(k+~+l)r(k+o+P+l) 
F(N+o+P+k+l) T(k + a + l)r(o + 1) 
.(2k+cr+P+l) 
at these points Xk, so that these polynomials are only defined up to degree N. The 
orthonormal polynomials are 
( 
N+a+P “2 
> 
P~(XI wP>N) = (” ~ nli,;;P$ T ~ ~ .j,,z R,(x; o,P,N), 
with recurrence coefficients u,’ = D, B, _ 1 and b, = D, + B,, .These polynomials 
are useful in the description of a genetic model of Moran, as is worked out in [ll], 
[12] and [7]. Consider the polynomials pn(kx; a, p, k), then we have the recur- 
rence coefficients 
n(k - ‘)ck + P - ‘)[a + ‘1 
2 
an.k = 
i 
k= 
for n < k 
0 for n 2 k, 
bn,k = 
(k-n-l)(a+n+l)+n(k+/?--n) forn<k 
k 
0 for n > k. 
One easily finds 
,)~mmai+k,n = { 
0 for k > 0, 
-k(P - k) for k < 0, 
;~mi&h,+k,n = 
0 for k > 0, 
-2k+P-1 fork<O. 
The doubly infinite Jacobi matrix 3 corresponding to these asymptotic formulas 
is therefore only a semi-infinite Jacobi matrix which coincides with the Jacobi 
matrix J-, for which the corresponding orthogonal polynomials are the La- 
guerre polynomials L!(x). The spectral matrix of measures of g thus reduces to 
~12,~ E 0 E pi,2 and dpi,i(x) =x e b --x dx/r( /I + 1) on [0, ce). Our theorem can 
easily be proved also for the case where 3 reduces to a semi-infinite Jacobi 
matrix, and we thus have 
wherexj =j(j+a+P+ l)andrj,n = , ~.(a, j3, n). In general we have for k, 1 2 1 
21 
n-l 
where hk = ( kip ) is the norm of L/(x). 
If we consider the polynomials pn(k312x + k2/2; a, k/2, k), then the recur- 
rence coefficients are zero for n > k and for n < k we have 
ai>k = 
n(k - n)(3k/2 - n)(a + n) 
k3 > 
b, k = (k - n - l)(a + n + 1) + n(3k/2 - n) - k2/2 
kW 
Now one easily finds 
,‘irnm ‘if, k, n = 
0. for k 2 0, 
-k/2 for k < 0, 
Jimmb,+k,n = 0 fork E Z. 
The doubly infinite Jacobi matrix ,7 again coincides with J-, which is now the 
semi-infinite Jacobi matrix for the Hermite polynomials H,(x). We thus find 
where now 7-r. J,* = 7Tj(Q, n/2, n), and in general 
Pn-k(Xj; Q,n/2,nlP,-r(xj; a,nP,n)nj,n 
1 
= J2k+‘-2(k - l)!(Z - I)! b-00 
7 f(X)&_l(x)&l(x) $ dx. 
Weak limits of this kind are useful when studying fluctuation theory in the 
Moran (or Bernoulli-Laplace) model in genetics [7]. 
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